WINTER
SCHOOL ON
METHOD
6 CLASSES
JANUARY- FEBRUARY 2021

Programme
The SISEC Winter School is aimed at PhD students at the beginning of their
doctoral studies, it invites sociologists of all sub-sectors, and young social
scientists from different disciplines as economy, political science, demography
with an interest in socio-economic field.

The Winter School, edition 2020-21, will focus on: 1) the formulation of research
questions; 2) the appropriate research design.

The Faculty is composed by: Delia Baldassarri (New York University – Field
experiments), Diego Coletto (Università di Milano Bicocca – Etnography), Anton
Hemerijck (European University Institute – Comparative analysis and case
studies), Paola Mattei (Università di Milano – Process tracing), Daniele Vignoli
(Università di Firenze – Quantitative analysis/Family life courses).

Activities will be organized in the form of six webinars, and will be held in
English. Students will be required to prepare some readings in advance, and to be
active during the discussion. Lessons will take place from the end of January to
mid February 2021. The schedule will be available in due course and published on
the SISEC website.

How to apply

NO fee is required to participate to the Sisec Winter School 2020-21. However,
there will be a selection of the candidatures, as the School does not accept more
than 20 participants. A maximum of five posts is available for students coming
from non Italian Universities. Participants will receive a certificate after attending
the School.

To apply for the Winter School, candidates need to send the following documents
to this email address: segreteria.sisec@gmail.com specifying in the object: “Sisec
Winter School application”

A CV in English;
One reference letter (ask one scholar who knows you well)
A brief abstract of the research project (500 words)

The deadline for application is January the 8th, 2021 at midnight GMT.

Candidates will be informed about the outcome of their application on January the
15th, 2021.

